Abstract -We describe a system, written in Macsyma, whose purpose is to help making numerical experiments in nonlinear filtering. Given a description, in terms of a list of keywords and pieces of -Iztz, for both the nonlinear filtering problem vsldar investigation and the algorithm to solve it, the syst,em produces as its main output a Fortran j:rr.gram. There is also an interactive mode, in which the system helps the user building this list of keywords and pieces of data.
Motivation
Nonlinear filtering is an estimation problem whose exact solution involves in general a stochastic partial differential equation (Zaka'i equation). Therefore it presents the same limitation as any partial differentia: equation concerning the space variable dimension. A recent attenpt to compute the ezact optimal filter with no reference to any partial differential equation has proved rather unsuccessful [5]. On the other hand, a large number of simpler "approxilmte" nonlinear filters have been designed and are cojllmonly used in practice. Unfortunately, apart from some recent works (see [8) , [lo] ), the approximate nature of those filters is not even proved and a fort;ori no error estimates are given.
As a consequence, in any specific application of nonlinear filtering, one might like to be able to test, by means of numerical simulations computing any kind of conditional statistics, some of those "approximate" nonlinear filter, against the exact optimal filter given by Zaka'i equation -cr at least a genuine approximation to it. Ln particular, this means that Zaka'i equation is to be our reference method and that we must be able to rely on efficient and accurate algorithms to solve it. Therefore , it has been considered worth build- -testing any other filter and comparing it to the reference optimal filter.
One feature is that, since numerical experiments axe involved, our aystem should generate Fortran code. In particular this allow to use some numerical libraries (e.g. Nag, Linpack, . . .) wherever they are available. On the other hand, Macsyma has already proved able to take care of the generation of Fortran code (see [l] , [ a ] ) , and is obviously suited to perform the few symbolic computations involved. Our system is therefore written in Macsyma. It would also be possible to have some parts of it written in the underlying dialect of Lisp.
ing a system devoted to help both:
The rest of the paper is organized as fa!!.o*s. Coming next is section 2 which sketches the way the system works. Section 3 contains a short presentation of nonlinear filtering. In section 4, we discuss some possible algorithms for the solution of Zaka'i equation, we would like our system to test, and the kind of information to feed it with. Section 5 adresses development. Mow the system w o r k s Ba,icdly our system can be ran in two different mode*; either interactive or bgt&. In bat& mode, it is given a list of keywords and pieces of data describing our projlem (those are presented in section 4, and iron now on will appear in boldface characters). In interactiv mode, the system actually builds itself this lis; of keywords and pieces of data by asking the user appropriate questions. At this point, it should be stressed that in both modes, the user i q supposed to have a n:inimum knowledge of nonlinear filtering theory (for a short presentation, see next section?.
*
In the next step, the system analyzes this One additional feature is that whenever a formal cnngtant (actually a symbol) is found in any of the symbolic expressions that describe our model and are given in the original list, it will automatically be c!.nsidrred by the system as a parameter. According to a given switch positioned at Macsyma level, the numerical value of such a param&r wiil be, at, Fortran runtime. either prompted for interactively, ox lead in a Fortran data file.
Moreover some informations concerning Ghe Fortran program actually generated will be made available in symbolic fcrm, in a Macsyma batchable file. The maip i7tferest of this is to make easy the modification of the Fortran data file.
To summarize, the system produces as its output three different files:
-a Fortran data file, -a Macsyma file, for bcckkeeping.
A short presenb2tion
of nonlinear filtering
We will discuss here the problem of estimating the state of a diffusion process when only a white-noise perturbed observation of it is available. This is the situation our system is able to deal with now. Other situations will perhaps be included progressively.
The model
Let us consider two stochastic processes, one known as the signal and the other as the observation:
Here (Wt; t 2 0) and (mt; t 2 0) are independent Wiener processes, with covariance 1 and Q respectively, although we will assume CJ = 1 from now on, for the sake of simplicity. Th9 ramdorn variable X0 is independent of (wt; t > 0) and its A~W is absolutely continu.ous with respect, to Lebeque measure: bet y o ( . ) d e m t e the COTF*~-oponding dencj!.,?.
The pieces of data describhg OE zzzodo,! x e therefore: Remark: As f a r as the solution of Zaka'i equation -to be defined below -is concerned, t h~ d h msion of the signal has to be small. At the present time, our system is only able to deal with dimension 1. In the future, we plan to dlow dimension 2 and perhaps 3 as well. On the other hand, as far as testing "approximate" nonlinear filters i3 concerned, there is not such kind of limitation, although no comparison will be possible with our reference method in case the dimenslczr is k q ? .
The problem and Ite solution
What we are interested in is to comput:. such In the Last of this section, we will just state Zakai equation, which actually gives the solution to the problem w d e r consideration. Ekfine:
Provided for instance that h!.) is bounded, the pros -s ',7L1; t 2 0) is a (&; t 2 0) m&,!ngale u->,'er ' vhere 9 t = .(Xd , Y,; 0 < s 5 t ) .
One can t -dore define a p,e?? LJrobsbility m.82-sure PI abclutely continuous with :.spect to the original probability measure P and su& L a t :
0
The conditional expectations given yt , under P 9.nd P are related by the Kallianpur-Striebel for- for every bounded measurable f(.), which means that pt is indeed the (unnormalized) conditional density of the signal X t given y t .
In the next section, we axe going to discuss some possible algorithms to solve this equation.
In particular, we will describe the keywords and pieces of data related to them.
4, Xeywords
In section 3, we have already found four pieces of data which describe the model: initial density, drift, diffusion, sensor. In the list our system is given, each of those keyvmds must appear, followed by its symbolic expressi.on. Whenever a formal constant is found in such a symbolic expression, it is considered as a parameter, a modelparameter actually. There are other parameters, which are related to algorithms (e.g. time step, grid size, , . .). We will not consider them here since the user has not to take care of them. There is just a special keyword which should appear into the list, either prompted for or read on a!e, specifying how the Fortran program will managc to assign a namsricd value to ea.& of the pmam etess. 
Time discretization
We follow the approach of [3], since it provides an 985 probabilistic interpretation for the numerical schemes involved. Three steps are considered: sampling of the observation, discretization and approximation of the signal. 
one gets second order sampling. Higher order sampling strategies can also be defined, but will not be considered here.
b. Discretization
Here one replaces the original signal process by a piecewise constant process. In the next future, it will be possible to consider discretization intervals smaller than sampling intervals: this will be refined discretization, the default being simple discretization. In the former case, the ratio of those interval lengths will be a parameter asssociated to discretization. The system will be able to decide whether to use a refined discretization or not. This is one of the few points where a kind of expertise could be found.
On a discretization interval, the signal can be replaced by its value at either the left point or the right point of this interval (the latter choice has been introduced in [9] ). This gives the two possible schemes:
where (P;; t 2 0) is the semigroup with infinitesimal generator L* and: --h 2 ( . ) ) c. Approximation
Here one replaces the signal by an approximating Markov chain. This can be done by discretking the signal equation, as in [3] . We follow here a different approach, which is to approximate the underlying semigroup. The only scheme available now in the system is euler implicit, which corresponds to approximating the semigroup by its resolvent, but we plan to introduce higher order schemes as well.
What is possible now is to refine the time step for approximation: this will give refined approximation as opposed to simple approximation (Lhe default). Here again the system is able to make the choice of a refined approximation. One possible scheme would now be:
A detailed presentation of these refined and higher order time-discretization schemes will appear elsewhere.
Space discretization
At the present time, this point is less developed than time discretization, but will be paid much attention in the next future. As a matter of fact, the system is only able to deal with dimension 1. The first step here is to restrict the whole state space to a fixed bounded subregion (unless the state space was already bounded itself).
In the. one-dimensional case, this is just an interval, whose characteristics (location and width) are just considered as parameters. In higher dimension, one will have to describe more explicitly the shape of this subregion. The boundary con&" ulons can be of either Dirichlet type (stopped) or Neumann type (reflected), where both keywords refer to the behaviour of the underlying signal process with respect to the boundary.
Then one has to design a grid, whose mesh size denoted by t: is again a parameter. 
What we plan to introduce in the next future concerning space-discretization includes adaptive selection of the grid and the bounded subregion, and multigrid methods to solve the linear problems involved.
Implementation issues and futuse development
A preliminary version of the system has been written by the second author during a 2-months stay at INRIA Sophia-Antipolis. This version runs under Multics operating system, i.e.
it uses the MacLisp version of hlacsyma. The Fortran programs generated also use some routines of the Nag library. Another system-dependent point is that it uses the Multics random number generator for the simulations. It would not be difficult to make our system generate Fortran program that would use the software currently available on a given sitee.g. Nag and Linpack for some linear algebra routines, and GKS for graphic output.
Next we will have to consider what was called the second main purpose of this system, i.e. to introduce 'approximate" nonlinear filters and make it easy to compare them t o the reference optimal filter, whatever approximation scheme we choose for it.
In the long run, it would be possible also to include some parameter estimation problems under partial information, since these problems are closely related to nonlinear filtering. In particular, the likelihood ratio would be nothing but the denominator of the Kallianpur-Striebel formula introduced in section 3.2.
